RURAL ADVICE NOTE 18
TREES &
HEDGES
Managing Trees and Hedges for
historic benefit
Why are trees and hedges of historic value?
Trees & hedges have planted over hundreds of
years and form a key component of Scotland’s
countryside. Trees, hedges and their planting
pattern are an important part of the historic
landscape, telling us how the land was managed
in the past.
Individual trees may have important cultural
value connected with historic events or
individuals, such as the Fraser Yew or Wallace’s
Oak. These ‘Monument or Veteran Trees’ may
survive in the middle of a field either because it
was used as wood pasture or because individual
trees are surviving portions of a former field
boundary. Other trees may have evidence,
through coppicing and pollarding, how woodland
was managed in the past. Note that individual
trees may have an individual Tree Preservation
Order (TPO).
Protecting surviving examples can make a
significant difference to the appearance of the
farming landscape.
Inserting new trees &
hedges and thickening existing woodland
corridors as forest habitat networks should
always be done in sympathy with existing historic
landscapes.

This multistemmed holly is
a relic of 19th
century wood
coppicing carried
out in Argyll to
fuel the iron
furnace at
Bonawe.

This veteran oak tree, in parkland still used as wood
pasture, may be as much as 500 years old. Such trees
are also important biodiversity refuges.

How should hedges and trees be protected?
Hedges and trees are vulnerable to damage from
machinery, plough and drain damage to roots
and compaction of ground over the roots from
both machinery and stock. Remember that the
root plate will extend well beyond the limits of the
canopy requiring an uncultivated buffer to protect
these. Inappropriate planting and unplanned
regeneration can destroy wood pastures and
other historic features.
Routine maintenance of hedges, hedgerow
trees, shelter belts and copses is a requirement
of the SGRPID Good Agricultural and
Environmental Conditions under the Retention of
landscape features (GAEC 7). Basic Farm
Payments are dependent on complying with
protection of these features. Management
payments can be made under the SRDP AgriEnvironment Climate Scheme
Consult your local planning authority if uncertain
whether individual trees on your land are
protected under TPOs.
Much of Scotland’s archaeological heritage lies in rural areas.
This sheet is one of a series giving advice on some of the ways
these important remains can be protected during normal rural
land management.

Trees &
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Make sure that archaeological features are marked on all woodland plans and protection
of these including Monument Trees, wood pasture and other historic woodland features
forms part of any woodland management.
Maintain and repair old boundary dykes, walls and fences where these enclose
woodlands.
Monitor older trees to prevent windthrow damage to archaeological features.
Where mature trees survive within fields leave a suitable buffer (10 metres beyond the
canopy edge) uncultivated. Hedges require a minimum buffer of 3 metres from hedge
edge to protect their roots.
Avoid compaction by not driving heavy machinery or encouraging stock (by means of
feeding stations) over tree roots.
Do not use field trees and hedgerows as dumping areas for field stones or rubbish.
Re-plant hedgerow trees to reflect previous spacings - preferably with the same
species as were original planted.
Restoring historic landscapes should include re-planting of copses (except over
archaeological sites) especially if these were sited as landscape features.
Use old maps to help guide new planting plans.
When expanding woodland for habitat networks retain the form of the previous
landscape even if the boundaries are thickened.
Do not plant areas of wood pasture at a greater density than currently survives without
consultation. (You may obscure historic landscapes and affect species and habitat
diversity.)
Further information Under the SRDP Agri-environment Climate Scheme you may be eligible for grants
Management, Restoration & Creation of Hedgerows &
Replacement or Planting of Individual Trees with Ancient Wood Pasture or Hedgerows
also Forestry Commission Scotland Scotland’s Woodlands and the Historic Environment
Ancient Trees
Heritage Trees of Scotland
Forestry Commission Trees & Forestry on Archaeological sites in the UK: A review document
[2004]

Using old maps, such
as this 1st edition
Ordnance Survey map
of c1860, can help
recover the form of
earlier planting plans.
Hedgerow trees, like these oaks regularly
spaced in a beech hedge, make a significant
landscape impact. Where gaps occur it is
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